WiserGiving.org Privacy Policy
The effective date of this policy is March 25, 2016.

WiserGiving.org is established and administered by the nonprofit organization Wisergiving. This privacy policy ("Policy")
describes the practices of WiserGiving.org (the “Site") with respect to the gathering and use of personal information submitted
to WiserGiving (or "us") through the WiserGiving website. By using WiserGiving.org, you permit the collection and use of your
personal information as outlined below in our Privacy Policy. You should visit this page periodically to review any changes to the
Privacy Policy.
I. Information We Collect
We collect certain personal information from you when you register for a WiserGiving.org account or sign-in through the
WiserGiving Facebook App (the “App”), including a username and your email address.
We collect technical information about your use of WiserGiving.org that you do not explicitly submit. For example, we log your
browser-type related information, IP address, requested URL, referring URL, and timestamp.
II. Use of Your Information
In order to save your quiz results on WiserGiving.org, you must log-in through Facebook or register with WiserGiving.org and
login to your WiserGiving account. You are required to provide an email address when you register with WiserGiving.org. We
may send emails to the email address you provide in your profile in order to provide you with notifications related to your use
of WiserGiving.org or updates or news regarding WiserGiving.org.
Every time you visit a web page, you send a lot of information to the web server. Most web servers routinely maintain access
logs with a portion of this information, including browser-type related information, IP address, requested URL, referring URL
and timestamp data, which can be used to get an overall picture of what pages are popular, what other websites link to
WiserGiving.org, and what web browsers people are using. We use this information to diagnose and resolve technical
problems, administer WiserGiving.org and otherwise provide the highest possible level of service to you. In addition, we use
this information to perform statistical analyses of user behavior and characteristics in order to measure interest in and use of
the various areas of the Website.

III. Transfer of Information
Except where otherwise specified, all text and certain other content found on WiserGiving.org is available for reuse under the
terms of the Creative Commons Attribution-Non-commercial-No Derivatives Works 3.0 United States License. Please see the
WiserGiving Terms and Conditions of Use for more information about such rights.
WiserGiving will not make private information, such as your email address, available to third parties, unless you agree to
release this information or unless one of the situations described in this paragraph occurs. WiserGiving may preserve or
disclose other information about you and your use of WiserGiving.org, such as your email address, IP address and timestamp
data, if required to do so by law or in the good faith belief that such preservation or disclosure is reasonably necessary to
comply with a subpoena, a court order or another legal process. Further, we may preserve or disclose such information in order
to investigate, prevent, or take action regarding illegal activities or suspected fraud; to protect the rights, property or personal
safety of WiserGiving, its users or the general public or to enforce or apply the terms and conditions of this Privacy Policy
and/or the WiserGiving.org Terms and Conditions of Use (which can be found on the website) as the same may be amended
from time to time.
WiserGiving will notify you when information about you may be provided to third parties in ways other than explained above,
and you will have the option to prevent such information sharing.
IV. Links to Other Websites
WiserGiving.org may contain links to third party websites to which WiserGiving has no affiliation. WiserGiving does not share
your personal information with those websites and is not responsible for their privacy practices. Should you decide to visit one
of these third party websites, we suggest that you read its privacy policy.
V. Use of Cookies
Like most websites, WiserGiving.org requires cookies to function properly. Cookies are small text files that reside on a user's
computer and identify you as a unique user. We use cookies to refine our site and simplify the user experience. For example,

the use of cookies allows registered users to enter our site without explicitly typing in their username and password every
time.
If you do not want information collected through the use of cookies, there is a simple procedure in most browsers that allows
you to deny or accept the cookie feature; however, you should note that cookies may be necessary to provide you with certain
features (e.g., customized delivery of information) available on WiserGiving.org.

VI. Security
WiserGiving tries very hard to protect our users' information. WiserGiving.org user accounts are password-protected.
WiserGiving takes industry standard security measures to protect against unauthorized access to or unauthorized alteration,
disclosure or destruction of data. These include internal reviews of our data collection, storage and processing practices and
security measures, as well as physical security measures to guard against unauthorized access to systems where we store
personal data. We limit access to your personal information to WiserGiving employees, contractors and agents who need to
know that information in order to operate, develop or improve our services. These individuals are bound by confidentiality
obligations and may be subject to discipline, including termination and criminal prosecution, if they fail to meet these
obligations.
If you have any questions about the security of WiserGiving.org, please contact us at info@wisergiving.org. Although we aim to
take sufficient measures to safeguard against unauthorized disclosures of information, we cannot assure you that personally
identifiable information that we collect will never be disclosed in a manner that is inconsistent with this Privacy Policy.

VII. Use by Children
The Children's Online Privacy Protection Act (COPPA) severely restricts what information can be collected from children under
the age of 13. Accordingly, children under the age of 16 in the United States are prohibited from registering for a
WiserGiving.org account, posting or editing any content on WiserGiving.org or providing any of their personal information to
WiserGiving or to any WiserGiving.org user, but are otherwise permitted to access and view the information provided on
WiserGiving.org with the permission and supervision of a parent or guardian. WiserGiving.org does not knowingly solicit
information from any child under the age of 16. Should a child whom we know to be under 16 in the United States send
personal information to us, we will use that information only to respond directly to that child (or a parent or guardian) to
inform him or her that he or she cannot use the Service.
VIII. Enforcement
WiserGiving regularly reviews its compliance with this Privacy Policy. If you have any questions or concerns regarding
WiserGiving's treatment of personal information or this Privacy Policy or if you want to exercise any of the rights that you are
granted under this Privacy Policy, you can contact info@wisergiving.org.
IX. Terms and Modifications to this Privacy Policy
By using WiserGiving.org, you signify your agreement to the terms of this Privacy Policy. If you do not agree with these terms,
you should not use WiserGiving.org. WiserGiving may modify this Privacy Policy at any time. If a material change is made to this
Privacy Policy and/or the way we use our users' personally identifiable information, then we will post a prominent notice of the
nature of such change at the top of this Privacy Policy and also on our home page. You are responsible for reviewing this Privacy
Policy periodically to ensure that you are aware of any changes to it. Your continued use of the site indicates your assent to any
changes to this Privacy Policy.

